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When evaluating the ship’s underwater electric field stealth, the underwater electric potential or the underwater electric field is
often used, but it is easily affected by the environment conditions. As a result, the evaluating accuracy is not high. To solve this
problem, the equivalent electric dipole moment is used as the evaluating factor in this paper. Firstly, the method of inverting the
equivalent electric dipole moment in the frequency domain is proposed. However, the limited measuring range will also lead to
some errors based on the proposed method. As a result, we improve the proposed method by applying an integral correction
which uses a standard dipole source. To test the effectiveness of this method, a simulation experiment is carried out, and the results
show that the method has high inversion accuracy even in a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) environment. -is method has
provided a new technological approach for evaluating the ship’s corrosion-related static electric field.

1. Introduction

-e corrosion-related static electric field is an important
exposure for warships and attacking source for underwater
weapons [1]. To avoid being attacked by mines equipped
with electric field fuse, the electric field decreasing tech-
nology has been generally used in the ship design and
building in various countries [2–4]. When evaluating the
performance of decreasing static electric field and deter-
mining the optimal tactics in stealth control, the electric
potential difference U or the peak-peak value of electric field
E below the ship has usually been the evaluating factor [5].
However, the peak-peak value of electric field is easily af-
fected by the background noise. As a result, it will cause
some error in evaluating the ship’s electric field stealth
performance.

To solve the problem mentioned above, the equivalent
electric dipole moment can be used as the evaluating factor
because the ship’s static electric field can be approximately
viewed as a horizontal electric dipole field [6]. -erefore, the
key of solution is to calculate the equivalent electric dipole
moment accurately. It can be calculated by the forward

method (in which the ship surface electric potential, shaft
current, and etc., should be measured) or the inversion
method (in which only the underwater electric field should
be measured) [7–9].

-e ship’s underwater electric field changes with tem-
perature, salinity, and oxygen level of seawater, as well as the
ship coating status [10]. As a result, the forward method is
mostly used in software with the finite element method
(FEM), boundary element method (BEM), or generalized
finite difference method (GFDM) [11, 12]. To get the ship
surface electric potential, a large number of electric field
sensors should be installed on the ship surface. It is obvious
that this method is difficult to implement in practice.
However, the inversion method only needs to measure the
underwater electric field. -en, the ship’s electric model is
established based on the relationship between the equivalent
sources (e.g., point charges, dipoles, and current lines) and
the underwater electric field. When the mean square error
between the measured value and the calculated value reaches
its minimal value, the equivalent electric dipole moment can
be obtained [6, 7, 13]. -e inversion method can be
employed in real-time computation in various sea areas and
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states, but it needs many underwater measurement nodes,
which make it difficult to use the electric field measurement
system to obtain a fast evaluation of the ship’s electric field
stealth performance. As a result, it is necessary to explore a
new method of inverting the ship’s equivalent electric dipole
moment.

2. The Inversion Method of the Equivalent
Electric Dipole Moment in the
Frequency Domain

Under the three-layered medium model of “air-seawater-
seabed,” the electric potential at any field point P(x, y, z)

produced by the current line (whose coordinate is
([−l, l], y0, z0)as shown in Figure 1) is as follows:

U �
1

4πσ


l

−l
K(ξ, P)ρ(ξ)dξ, (1)

where ρ(ξ) represents the current line density, σ represents
the electrical conductivity, ξ represents the location of the
source point, R2 � (ξ − x)2 + (y0 − y)2, and K(ξ, P) rep-
resents the distance function between the source point and
the field point.
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where k represents the seabed reflection coefficient [14, 15].
-rough the Fourier transform of the electric potential in

the direction of x-axis, there is the following equation:

φ(jω) � 
+∞

−∞
U · e

− jωxdx. (3)

Substituting equation (1) into equation (3) and changing
the order of integral calculus make equation (3) become the
following equation:
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For K0(·) is the zero-order modified second-kind Bessel
function and τ �
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Substituting the mathematical relationship of equation
(5) into equation (4),
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Transforming φ(jω) into the sum of real part and
imaginary part, it can be expressed as

φ(jω) � A(ω) + B(ω)j, (8)

where A(ω) is the result of Fourier cosine transform and
B(ω) is the result of Fourier sine transform.

Transforming sin(ωξ) into the sum of power series, B(ω)

can be expressed as

B(ω) �
ωE(ω)
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When ω→ 0, equation (10) can be obtained as follows:

2πσ lim
ω→0

B(ω)

ωE(ω)
� 

+l

−l
ξρ(ξ)dξ. (10)

As the integral term in equation (10) exactly corresponds
to the equivalent electric dipole moment Px of the current
line, so we can get

Px � 2πσ lim
ω→0

B(ω)

ωE(ω)
. (11)

It can be found in equation (11) that the equivalent
electric dipole moment Px can be estimated if we calculate
B(ω)/ωE(ω) with the measured data under the condition of
ω⟶ 0. In fact, Px can also be calculated in the way as
follows.

Define

C(ω) � 2πσ
B(ω)

ωE(ω)
. (12)

Equation (13) can be obtained from equation (9):
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Figure 1: -e current line model under the three-layered medium.
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C(ω) � Px + ω2
D + O ω4

 . (13)

In equation (13), O(ω4) is the minimum in higher order
of ω4, and D is the coefficient of ω2.

Defining ω2 � 2ω1 and substituting ω2 and ω1 into
equation (13), there is the following equation:

Px �
4C ω1(  − C ω2( 

3
. (14)

It proves in equation (14) that the equivalent electric
dipole moment of a current line can be calculated by Fourier
transform of the electric potential of a measured line in
different frequencies of ω2 and ω1.

3. Integral Correction Method

Section 2 indicates that the equivalent electric dipole mo-
ment of the current line can be calculated with the sine
transform B(ω) and ωE(ω) in different frequencies of ω2
and ω1. However, it can be known from equation (3) that the
integral range is [−∞, +∞], but the measured range is
limited within [−L, +L] in the actual measurement. In other
words, the calculation of B(ω) based on the measured data
should be as follows:

B1(ω) � 
+L

−L
U · sin(ωx)dx. (15)

In fact, C(ω) in equation (13) can be expressed as

C1(ω) � 2πσ
B1(ω)

ωE(ω)
, (16)

which leads to some errors in the inversion process.
Defining Δ(ω) as the error between C(ω) and C1(ω),
Δ(ω) can be expressed as
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where Ug is the electric potential beyond the measuring
range.

In the distant field, the ship’s static electric field can be
viewed as an electric dipole field. -e difference f(ω) be-
tween C1(ω) and C(ω) caused by a unit dipole moment can
be obtained by using a unit standard dipole source moment
by building the calculation model beyond the measuring
range and implementing sine transform. According to the
linearity principle,Δ(ω) caused by the ship whose equivalent
electric dipole moment is Px can be calculated with

Δ(ω) � Pxf(ω). (18)

-erefore, equation (13) can be transformed as follows
when the measuring range is limited:

C1(ω) + Pxf(ω) � Px + ω2
D + O ω4

 . (19)

Defining ω2 � 2ω1 and substituting ω2 and ω1 into
equation (19), we can get

Px �
4C ω1(  − C ω2( 

4 1 − f ω1(   − 1 − f ω2(  
. (20)

In the infinite space medium, the electric potential at the
field point (x, y, z) produced by the unit electric dipole
moment whose coordinate is (0, y0, z0) should be calculated
with

Ug �
1

4πσ
x

x2 + τ2( )
3/2. (21)

Substituting equation (21) into equation (17), equation
(22) can be obtained:

f(ω) �
1
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x

x2 + τ2( )
3/2 · sin(ωx)dx. (22)

Equation (22) indicates that, as the measuring range is
limited, the standard electric dipole moment can be used to
build the model. -en, the errors caused by the limited
measuring range can be compensated by using the potential
continuation.

4. The Specific Inversion Procedure

From the analysis of Section 3, the equivalent electric dipole
moment inversion procedure is concluded as follows:

(1) Calculate the sine transform of the measured electric
potential in the range of [−L, +L]. And the sine
transform frequencies are ω1 and ω2 � 2ω1; then,
B1(ω1) and B1(ω2) can be obtained.

(2) Calculate E(ω1) and E(ω2) in the three-layered
model medium with the data of the measuring
points. -en, C1(ω1) and C1(ω2) can be obtained
with equation (16).

(3) Calculate f(ω1) and f(ω2) with equation (22), and
calculate the equivalent electric dipole moment Px

with equation (20).

It is noteworthy that the frequency of ω1 should be
relatively low according to equation (11). However, when the
frequency of ω1 is too low, its sine transform will be in-
terfered easily in the actual measurement. As a result, the
appropriate setting is as equation (23) shows:

ω1 �
π
2L

,

ω2 �
π
L

.

(23)

5. Simulation Example Verification

It is difficult to obtain the accurate equivalent electric dipole
moment of a real warship. -erefore, the calculation results
from BEASY software (which is widely used in the elec-
tromagnetic field analysis domain [16]) are used to verify the
effectiveness of the proposed method.
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5.1.*eWarshipModel. -e length L of the surface warship
is 136m, and the width B is 16m. -e warship draught T is
4.5m. -e materials of the hull, shaft bracket, and rudder
plate are steel with a coating damage rate of 2%, and the
screw propeller is nickel-aluminum bronze (as shown in
Figure 2). -e seawater conductivity σ � 4 S/m, the seabed
conductivity σ1 � 0.1 S/m, and the seawater depth is 200m.

-e hull is divided into 11 parts from the bow to the stern
(each surface part is equal to an equivalent point charge),
and all the sections are defined as hull 1, hull 2, . . ., hull 11.
-e coordinates and current of these equivalent point
charges are given as Table 1. In Table 1, the positive and
negative current corresponds to the cathode and anode
condition, respectively.

-e underwater electric potential at the depth of 1.0B is
shown in Figure 3, where the stern is at the depth of −68m,
the range of longitudinal measuring points is
(−160m∼160m), the range of lateral measuring points is
(−80m∼80m), and there are 321 calculation points in each
measuring line.

5.2.*e Inversion Results. According to the definition of the
equivalent electric dipole, the longitudinal equivalent elec-
tric dipole moment of the warship can be calculated ap-
proximately with the following equation:

Px � 
l

i�1
Ii · xi, (24)

where xi and Ii are the coordinate and current of the
equivalent point charge of number i.

According to the calculation results in Table 1, the
equivalent electric dipole moment of the warship can be
approximately expressed as Px � −297.18A · m. It is worth
noting that there are some errors between the equivalent
electric dipole moment calculated by equation (24) and the
actual value of the warship, which are mainly caused by a
relatively small number of divided sections. Based on the
inversion steps in Section 4, we get the relationship between
the inversed electric dipole moment and the transverse
distance of measuring line, see in Figure 4.

Defining Px � −297.18A · m as the truth value, some
conclusions can be drawn from Figure 4: (1) there is little
difference between the equivalent electric dipole moment
inversed by the proposed method and the equivalent electric
dipole moment inversed by the equivalent point charge
method, which proves the validity of the proposed method;
(2) the inversed equivalent electric dipole moment changes
with different transverse distances. When the transverse
distance is less than 10m, the inverted equivalent electric
dipole moment under different transverse distances is close
to the value estimated by point charges (with the difference
less than 2%). When the transverse distance is more than
10m, the inverted equivalent electric dipole moment tends

to increase gradually. -e reason for this phenomenon is
that the electric field strength in the limited measuring range
gradually decreases as the transverse distance increases. In
other words, the error caused by the limitedmeasuring range
becomes bigger, thus leading to a bigger error in the
equivalent electric dipole moment calculation. In conclu-
sion, when calculating the equivalent electric dipole mo-
ment, the distance between the measuring line and the
warship should be small so as to avoid the inversion error
caused by the limited measuring range.

5.3. *e Influence of Measurement Noise. It should be taken
into consideration that there exists somemeasurement noise
in the actual experiment. In order to study the effect of
measurement noise on the proposed method, we add white
Gaussian noise signals on the basis of Section 5.1. -e
inversed equivalent electric dipole moment under different
SNR conditions is shown in Table 2. And the SNR of the
added noise is calculated with the electric potential signal
exactly below the keel, and the result is the average value of
20 simulated calculations. It can be known from Table 2 that
(1) defining Px � −297.18A · m as the truth value, the rel-
ative error is 8.75% when the SNR� −10.14 dB, and the
relative error is nomore than 5% when the SNR is more than
−4 dB; (2) the inversed equivalent electric dipole moment
differs slightly when the SNR range is within
−10.14 dB∼20.13 dB; this is because the FFT transform is
used in the inversion process as FFT transform is good at
suppressing the noise.

5.4. Evaluation of Ship’s Electric Field Stealth. To further
examine whether the inversed equivalent electric dipole
moment can evaluate the ship’s electric field stealth

Figure 2: Structural sketch of a surface warship.

Table 1: Coordinates and current of the equivalent point charges of
a surface warship.

No. Section x (m) y (m) z (m) Current (mA)
1 Hull 1 64.6 0 3.54 −7.49E+ 01
2 Hull 2 108.8 0 2.29 −3.59E+ 02
3 Hull 3 40.8 0 2.29 −3.91E+ 02
4 Hull 4 27.2 0 2.29 −4.49E+ 02
5 Hull 5 13.6 0 2.29 −5.00E+ 02
6 Hull 6 0 0 2.29 −5.75E+ 02
7 Hull 7 −13.6 0 2.29 −6.40E+ 02
8 Hull 8 −27.2 0 2.29 −7.67E+ 02
9 Hull 9 −40.8 0 2.29 −9.82E+ 02
10 Hull 10 −54.4 0 2.29 −1.92E+ 03
11 Hull 11 −64.6 0 3.91 −7.89E+ 02
12 Rudder plate −63.7 0 1.52 −3.33E+ 02
13 Shaft bracket −57.6 0 1.83 −4.45E+ 02
14 Screw propeller −59.09 0 0.15 8.35E+ 03
15 Fin stabilizer I 16.8 0 1.75 −2.62E+ 01
16 Fin stabilizer II −11.63 0 0.85 −4.67E+ 01
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performance, two compensatory anodes have been in-
stalled right above the propellers based on the impressed
current compensation method [17]. When anodes emit
different output currents, the underwater electric field
peak-peak values at the depth of 1.0 B and the inversed
equivalent electric dipole moment are shown in Figure 5. It
can be seen in Figure 5 that the inversed equivalent electric
dipole moment can reflect the electric field stealth; in other
words, a smaller inverted equivalent electric dipole mo-
ment refers to a weaker underwater electric potential.
Figure 6 shows the equivalent electric dipole moment
inversed by the proposed method and point charge method
(proposed by [7] under different output currents). It can be
found from Figure 6 that the difference between these two
methods is relatively small, that is, these two methods show
a good uniformity.

6. Conclusions

A new inversion method in the frequency domain is pro-
posed to evaluate the equivalent electric dipole moment of a
ship. Its basic principle is to decrease the error caused by the
limited measuring range with an integral correction ap-
proach based on Fourier transform. -e proposed method
has advantages of less measuring points, simple calculation,

Table 2: -e equivalent electric dipole moment under different
SNR conditions.

No. SNR (dB) Px(A · m) No. SNR (dB) Px(A · m)

1 20.13 −307.64 5 −2.32 −309.23
2 10.59 −309.08 6 −4.93 −303.94
3 1.73 −301.48 7 −8.34 −310.33
4 −0.43 −305.21 8 −10.14 −323.98
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and high calculation accuracy, which provide a new tech-
nological approach for the evaluation of ship’s electric field
stealth performance.-e next step of this research is to verify
the effectiveness of the proposed method with real ship
experiment data.
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